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101 [IMAGE] Who was Australian of the Year in 1988?
102 [IMAGE] Who was the leader of the British Labour Party between 2010 and 2015?
[IMAGE] Which organic chemical compound, natural constituent of crude oil, has the
chemical formula C6H6?
[IMAGE] Which company introduced Clippy to the world in 1997, before removing it
104
following widespread criticism?
103

105 [IMAGE] What is this extinct species of bird, formerly found in New Zealand?
106 [IMAGE] This collagen case once surrounded the egg of which marine creature?
[IMAGE] This person is suffering from which acute and potentially fatal bacterial
disease?
[IMAGE] What surname is shared by Australian Test cricketers Colin (b. 1964) and
108
Keith (1919-2004)?
[IMAGE] A regular at the Melbourne Cup, which Italian-born but British-based jockey
109
is pictured here?
107

110 [IMAGE] Which British adventurer and television presenter (b. 1974) is pictured here?
Which city is home to the California Institute of Technology (Caltech), the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, and hosts the annual Rose Bowl college football game?
Which noted economist (1908-2006) shares hissurname with the pseudonym JK
112
Rowling used when she wrote "The Cuckoo's Calling"?
111

113 2.47 acres is equal to which SI unit?
114 Which country's internet domain is .za?
Which Wisconsin-based franchise is the only non-profit, community-owned NFL
team?
What was the nickname of the Canberra team which competed in the National
116
Soccer League between 1995 and 2001?
Which Canberra suburb is home for the embassies for The Netherlands, Germany and
117
Japan?
Mathew Belcher (b. 1982) won gold for Australia at the 2012 London Olympics in
118
which sport?
115

119 Back, Blanket and Button Hole are varieties of what?
120

What is the only stadium to have hosted the final match of both the football (soccer)
rugby world cups?

121 Which city is the centre of the Italian fashion industry?
122 What is the four sisters' surname in the 1868 novel "Little Women"?
123 Which fruit is the favourite food of the Minions film characters?
124 Anita Roddick founded which cosmetics chain?
125

Arguably Canberra's most successful sporting team, how many Women's National
Basketball League titles have the Canberra Capitals won?
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126 What is the modern name of the Indian city of Madras?
127 Which board game did Alfred Butts invent in the 1940s?
128

What do the Canberra suburbs of Gilmore, Chisholm and Richardson have in
common?

129 Which 8 letter word is both a Beatles' album and a Cluedo murder weapon?
130 The car manufacturer Kia is headquartered in which country?
Widely regarded as the best French football (soccer) player of all time, who is
131 currently president of UEFA and under formal investigation by FIFA's independent
ethics committee?
132 Which English painter (1724 – 1806) was best known for his paintings of horses?
Which singer had a hit in 1978 with a song sharing its title with an 1847 novel by
133
Emily Bronte?
134 Which spice is traditionally used to garnish egg nog?
135 Dalmatian dogs originated in which modern-day country?
136 What is the key ingredient of the Japanese seasoning miso?
In the Kübler-Ross 'the five stages of grief' model, which is the first emotion
experienced by people faced with impending trauma?
What activity did Oscar Wilde describe as “the unspeakable in full pursuit of the
138
uneatable"?
137

139 Peter Alexander is best know for designing what type of garments?
140

How many different 4-block shapes are used are used in the traditional version of
the game Tetris?

141 Augusto Pinochet was a former ruler of which South American country?
142 In Greek mythology who was Queen of the underworld?
143 Who wrote the 1961 play "The Night of the Iguana"?
144 Where in the body are human blood cells formed?
145 What is the medical term for the collar bone?
146 Which star sign was also a Holden car model?
147

Only two UN member states begin with the letter A but end with a different letter.
Name either.

148 Most golf tournaments are contested over how many holes?
149 Which animal is depicted on Mexico's flag?
150 Who played The Bionic Woman in the 1970s TV series of that name?
151 In which decade was the Australian Capital Territory founded?
152 The Giuseppe Verdi opera "Aida" was commissioned in 1869 to mark what event?
153 "Invisible Touch" was a 1986 hit for which British band?
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Which 1986 Stephen King novel features a shape shifting entity that preys on young
children in the form of a clown?

155 How many club teams compete in the ANZ Trans-Tasman netball league?
156 Which Canberra suburb is named after Australia's second prime minister?
157

Which architect went on to become Hitler's Minister of Armaments and War
Production?

158 Epistemophobia is the fear of what?
159 What is the better-known name of "La fête nationale du 14 juillet"?
Which two-word term refers to the setting of charges for goods and services sold
160 between entities within an organisation, for example a subsidiary company selling
goods to a parent company?
161 Apart from mercury, which element is a liquid at room temperature?
162 How long is each quarter of play in a standard American football match?
163 Marion Cotillard won as Oscar in 2008 for her portrayal of Edith Piaf in which film?
164

Which children's toy is a cylinder with mirrors containing loose, coloured objects such
as beads, pebbles or pieces of glass?

165 The words klutz and bagel were absorbed into English from which other language?
What is the more common name for the "Cyathea dealbata", the unofficial floral
emblem of New Zealand?
Which 1995 animated film was their first Disney film to be based on the life of a real
167
person?
In a standard tennis match what is the maximum number of consecutive set points
168
one player might have?
166

169 By what name is the Dutch-speaking area in Belgium's north known?
170 What is one gross times one score?
171 “There and Back Again” is an alternative title of which 1937 fantasy novel?
172

In 2022 which city will become the first to have hosted both the summer and winter
Olympic Games?

173 Which 8-letter word refers to someone who renounces their religion?
174

According to a 1794 poem by William Blake, which animal is “burning bright, In the
forests of the night"?

175 A lack of calcium in the diet causes what bone disease?
176

Along with Faith and Hope, which Christian saint was martyred in the second century
AD?

177 The city of Mandalay is located in which south east Asian country?
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178 What two-word term both describes visual acuity and a form of the sport of cricket?
179

What is the name of the aboriginal detective who featured in the novels of Arthur W
Upfield, later adapted into a TV series?

180 The Canberra Cavalry won a national championship in 2012/13 in which sport?
181 Louis Armstrong International Airport is located in which American city?
182 Linke and gauche are the German and French equivalents of which English word?
The dramatised version of which 1976 Alex Haley novel is one of the most watched
TV series of all time?
Which English mathematician and inventor is credited with having designed the
184
world's first general-purpose computer in 1837?
What insect shares its name with a cocktail which includes Crème de Menthe and
185
Crème de Cacao?
Not to be confused with a card game, what is the nickname for the New Zealand
186
men's lawn bowls team?
183

187 What is the first given name of the daughter of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge?
188 In music, what is meant by the term "pianissimo"?
189 New Zealander Denny Hulme won the world championship in 1967 in which sport?
190 Which two-word Italian term is often used to describe eating outdoors?
191 In the US TV show "Bewitched", which actress played Samantha’s mother Endora?
Since 1949 a bluewater yacht race has started on Good Friday in Brisbane, ending 435
192
km away in which Queensland city?
193 Which South African coached the Brumbies Super Rugby team in 2012 and 2013?
194 What was discovered in 1930 but downgraded in 2006?
195 Which colour is traditionally associated with Italian racing cars?
196 Hydra Gyrum was the Latin name for which element?
197

In which 1978 Richard Donner film does the heroine remark: "You've got me? Who's
got you?"?

198 What name is given to an ionic compound formed from reacting an acid and a base?
According to the Internet Movie Database (among others) which character from the
1999 film "The Phantom Menace" is the dumbest in movie history?
In which field event is the world record currently 74.08 metres (men) and 76.80
200
metres (women)?
199
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